Law W248.8, Venture Capital in Practice with Professor Adam Sterling for 2 units
Start date: September 6, 2021
End date: October 1, 2021
Exam take-home window: October 2, 2021- October 8, 2021

Course description: It's been said that Silicon Valley is the greatest creation of wealth in the history of the planet. This course will focus on the legal and business aspects of what goes on here in the day-to-day life of a corporate attorney advising technology and emerging growth startup companies. The course will touch on key events in the life-cycle of a startup: considerations in starting a technology-based business; choices and details in forming an entity to hold that business; seeking early stage funding; raising venture capital; the fundamental concepts and basic mechanics of a venture capital financing; all pointed toward a liquidity event, such as an IPO. In each case, the emphasis will be on business realities and practical solutions, such as what makes for a good business to attract venture capital; how should entrepreneurs seek investment and the pros and cons of different investment sources; and how founders and investors interact to allocate rewards of the venture between them. The course will be taught using many examples taken from real life.

Required textbook:
https://www.amazon.com/Venture-Deals-Smarter-Lawyer-Capitalist/dp/1119594820/ref=pd_sbs_14_1/144-2263348-1916456?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=1119594820&pd_rd_r=2872f394-b7af-4a09-8285-11d2a533e104&pd_rd_w=qvMuO&pd_rd_wg=0LhVW&pf_rd_p=bdc67ba8-ab69-42e e-b8d8-8f5336b36a83&pf_rd_r=DNRRMTBSJ0Y088ZJJ536&psc=1&refRID=DNRRMTBSJ0Y0 88ZJJ536